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WEST COAST CHAMBER LEADERSHIP TEAM AWARDED  

PROFESSIONAL RECOGNITION FROM STATE ASSOCIATION 

 
LANSING, MI– The Michigan Association of Chamber Professionals (MACP) recognizes the entire 

Leadership Team of the Michigan West Coast Chamber of Commerce, with the 2019 Michigan Chamber 

Professional award. Over the past two years, the leadership team has built a world-class team that has defined the 

organization’s vision using the principles of the Entrepreneurial Operating System (EOS). 

 “It is an honor to recognize the West Coast Chamber as an industry front-runner in Michigan,” noted 

Anita Nystrom, Director of MACP. “The Chamber’s contributions help raise the bar for our association and 

model excellence among chambers across the state.” The Chamber is a Five-Star Accredited Chamber by the 

U.S. Chamber of Commerce; recognized by MACP as the Chamber of the Year in 2018; and recognized by 

ACCE with a 2019 Excellence in Communications Award for their digital new member journey campaign. 

Michigan West Coast Chamber’s Leadership Team includes the following: 

• Jane Clark, President 

• Jodi Owczarski, Vice President 

• Caroline Monahan, Director of Marketing & Communications 

• Britt Delo, Director of Membership 

The Michigan Chamber Professional award has roots back to 1990 acknowledging professional 

development achievements and excellence in chamber of commerce careers. In 2014, the award was updated to 

recognize chamber professionals that have made significant accomplishments to advance the chamber of 

commerce movement in the prior three years while maintaining professional development through continuing 

education. The recognition comes from a nomination by peers and selection by the MACP Board of Directors. 

The designation stands for three years. 

The Michigan Association of Chamber Professionals is the industry association for almost 300 chambers 

in Michigan representing over 500 chamber professionals across the state. Its mission is to build excellence in 

chambers of commerce through organizational and board-level resource support, professional development for 

chamber staff and to promote the image of chambers of commerce across the state. 
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